LGBT Country Western Dancing
EVERY SATURDAY
Two-Step Lesson: 8:00pm
Line Dance Lesson: 8:30 pm
Open Dancing ‘til 1:00am
39 West 19th Street, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10011
212 358-5752

bigappleranch.com
BIG APPLE RANCH IS PROUD TO SUPPORT QUO

From Our Board President
Ladies and Gentleman,
This is your captain speaking, welcoming you on board for our
whirlwind cruise around world. This season, our cruise director,
Nolan Dresden, returns to the S.S. Queer Urban Orchestra to take
you the audience and we the musicians on an exotic vacation
together.
Nolan has planned a magnificent year of music to comprise
our 2013-2014 QUO season: “Voyages,” which also marks the
orchestra’s 5th anniversary season. Tonight, we begin our cruise
with stops in three ports of call near our home port, as we travel
down the “Avenue of the Americas.” Over the course of the year,
you can look forward to two more full ensemble concerts, where
we will continue our musical journey to even more exotic locales
before returning to the USA for our big Pride celebration and our
5th anniversary concert. In addition to our full ensemble concerts,
you are welcome to attend our more intimate evenings at the
captain’s tables, as the orchestra members present two nights of
chamber music for guests on board the S.S.QUO (see more details
on page 11). We are thrilled that you are joining us on this fun-filled
journey around the world, and we hope you have brought other
guest passengers as well.
If you are enjoying the cruise, we hope you will show your support
of this fine sailing vessel! We have included a donation form on
the inside back page of this program, where you can easily show
your love and support for our beloved ship to continue sailing on
beyond to many more cruise destinations in the future. You can
also visit our box office where they are fully equipped to take your
generous contribution, or give later on our website:
www.queerurbanorchestra.org. QUO depends on you, our close
friends and confidantes, for your support which sustains us and
helps us bring beautiful music and a message of tolerance and
acceptance to the NYC community.
Again, please enjoy your cruise on board the S.S. QUO, and I hope
you can join us at the captain’s table in for a night of wonderful
chamber music (December 14th, same place, same time)!
Yours truly,
Eric Hayslett
President, QUO
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presents

VOYAGES
Avenue of the Americas
MEXICO
Danzón no. 2

Arturo Márquez
Sponsored by Jonathan Stark

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Corner in Manhattan
Michael Torke
I. Sixth Ave. in the Afternoon St. at Night
II. Bedford St. at Night
III. Houston St. in the Morning

INTERMISSION

BRAZIL
Bachianas Brasileiras no. 7
I. Prelúdio
II. Giga
III. Tocata
IV. Fuga

Heitor Villa-Lobos
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Artistic Director, Nolan Dresden
At the age of eight, Nolan sat down at a
piano for the first time, and his love of music
has been growing ever since. At nine years
old the band nerd in him took over when he
picked up the French horn for the first time.
In 1999 he traveled the country playing
Mellophone with the Phantom Regiment
Drum and Bugle Corps, where he had the
opportunity to work with some of the best
in the field… pun intended. However, in
the final performance of the season, Nolan
suffered an injury that ended his brassplaying career indefinitely.
Since earning his BFA from Viterbo
University in La Crosse, Wisconsin, where he studied Opera and
Theater performance, Nolan has been acting, musical directing,
and conducting in Chicago and New York, and spent six months
outside of Hong Kong developing a new opera company, as well
as leading the Team Band Symphonic Band in Cologne, Germany
during the 2010 Gay Games VIII.
Nolan became the Artistic Director of QUO in July of 2012. After
a successful first season entitled “Date Night”, he is pleased
to kick off the 2013/2014 QUO season: a tour of world music
entitled “Voyages”. During the next 9 months he will be taking
concertgoers to every corner of the earth with pieces by Toru
Takemitsu (Japan), Param Vir (India), and Heitor Villa-Lobos (Brazil)
as well as some of our standard favorites, Robert Schumann
(Germany) and Aaron Copland (NYC).
Nolan has also had the privilege to work with the InterSchool
Orchestra’s Symphonic Band, the Brooklyn Symphony Orchestra,
Litha Chamber Orchestra, and the Lesbian and Gay Big Apple
Corps Symphonic Band (Assistant Conductor). As well as with Dr.
Mallory Thompson, the head of Northwestern University’s Masters
of Conducting program, in a symposium that changed his life.
Nolan is continually searching for projects to be part of, and is
looking to one day start his own ensemble here in the Big Apple,
so that he too can add his own personal touch to the amazing and
eclectic music scene of New York City.
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Queer Urban Orchestra
1ST VIOLIN
Phong Ta,
concertmaster
Brooks Berg
Lorenzo Espiritu
Luis Giraldo
Brian Harrington
Kyle Payton
Farzaneh Sarafraz
Stephanie Stattel
Navida Stein
Liann Wadewitz

BASS
Sam Nedel,
principal
Rodney Azgara
Jose Santos

2ND VIOLIN
Kate Stocker,
principal
Alva Bostick
Max Dyksterhouse
Laura Flanagan
Andrew Holland
Aroop Kar
Lisa LoFaso
Mark Peters
Holly Seefeldt

OBOE
Ian Shafer
principal
Alan Hyde
Brian Shaw

VIOLA
Morgan Bartholick,
principal
James DiMeglio
David Drebotick
Frederick Hodges
Marion Lederer
Hilton Marcus
Dustin Zuelke
CELLO
Jay Varga, principal
Bjorn Berkhout
Matthew Garza
Alex Humesky
Ryan McPartland
Sean Murray
Jasmine Rault
Michael Shattner

FLUTE
Craig Devereaux
section leader
Charles Lee
Scott Oaks
Ben Solis

ENGLISH HORN
Matthew Hadley
section leader
CLARINET
Milagros Cota Durán
Keith de Cantrelle
Fran Novak
BASS CLARINET
Aaron Patterson
BASSOON
David Lohman,
section leader
Charlie Scatamacchia
CONTRABASSOON
Norma Kerlin
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FRENCH HORN
Steven Petrucelli
section leader
Eric Hayslett
Andrew Emmons
Ernesto Lopez
Brandon Travan
TRUMPET
Erin Taylor
section leader
George Gehring
Ron Nahass
TROMBONE
Jim Babcock
section leader
Alex Arellano
Brian Bailey
BASS TROMBONE
Jim Theobald
TUBA
John Gray
HARP
Alix Raspe
PIANO
Scott Hawley
PERCUSSION
Andrew Berman
section leader
Seth Bedford
Jeffery Bybee
Scott Hawley
Todd Hulet
Álvaro Rodas

Program Notes
Danzón no. 2 - Arturo Márquez
Arturo Márquez is a contemporary Mexican composer, born in
Alamos, Mexico on December 20, 1950. One of nine children in the
Márquez family, Arturo studied violin, trombone, and piano, but it
was his experiments with harmonies on piano as a teenager that
propelled him toward a career in composition. Márquez began
serious musical study at age sixteen in La Puente, California, after
immigrating to the United States with his parents and siblings.
His extraordinary talents in high school led to schooling at the
Conservatory of Music of Mexico and the Taller de Composicion of
the Institute of Fine Arts of Mexico with leading native composers
including Hector Quintanar and Federico Ibarra. He also studied
abroad in Paris, leading to various grants and awards from both
the French and American governments, including a prestigious
Fulbright Scholarship. Márquez received his MFA in Composition
from the California Institute of Fine Arts.
Among his many native Mexican music influences, Márquez most
credits his father and paternal grandfather, a mariachi performer
and folk musician, respectively. The “salon” music of Sonora
and Chihuahua states, the northern Mexican region of Márquez’s
childhood, remain a key component to much of his orchestral
output, as does the influence of Mozart – especially Classical form.
While earlier works had provided Márquez national recognition, the
danzónes (of which there are currently eight) propelled him onto
the global stage in the 1990s. Danzón No. 2 was commissioned
by the National Autonomous University of Mexico and debuted in
1994 to ecstatic reviews. The work’s namesake comes from a highly
expressive, sensual, and fiery Mexican dance of Cuban origin;
Aaron Copland took inspiration from the same form in his Danzón
Cubano half a century earlier. The dance highlights a plaintive
melody over Afro-Cuban rhythms, often layered in groups of
threes, fours, and fives, intensely contrasted with an overall sense
of restraint – similar to the erotic formality of tango and habanera.
Márquez was inspired to compose in the danzón style after visiting
a ballroom in Veracruz. The piece is widely considered to be
Márquez’s best composition and was used in a short period film of
2009, set in Mexico City of the 1940s.
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Program Notes, Continued
Corner in Manhattan - Michael Torke
Michael Torke was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin on September
22, 1961. As a young man, he studied composition at the Eastman
School of Music with Joseph Schwanter and subsequently at Yale.
He was catapulted to global recognition in 1985, while at Yale,
for writing two of his now most widely-performed compositions,
Ecstatic Orange and The Yellow Pages. Both works displayed an
exhilarating new development in contemporary classical music:
post-minimalism. Many of Torke’s contemporaries attest that he all
but invented the concept of post-minimalism, “a music which utilizes
the repetitive structures of a previous generation (minimalism) to
incorporate musical techniques from both the classical tradition and
the contemporary pop world.”
Critics and audiences hail Torke as a “vitally inventive composer”
and “a master orchestrator…the Ravel of his generation.” His output
includes large-scale works for orchestra and band alike, opera,
chamber pieces, concerti, and diverse vocal works. Perhaps
Torke’s most well-known piece is Javelin, commissioned by the
Atlanta Committee for the Olympics in commemoration of the
1996 Olympics and the 50th anniversary of the Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra. Javelin was recorded by Yoel Levi and the ASO as well
as by John Williams and the Boston Pops, leading to a Number 1
position on Billboard’s Classical Crossover Chart.
Torke is a synesthete – someone who experiences typicallysingular sensory stimulations in more than one sense at a time.
Many of his works are titled with colors (i.e. Bright Blue Music)
that he “hears” within the piece’s particular melodic cells and
harmonies. While synesthesia is relatively rare, Torke is in fine
company with other well-known synesthetes including Duke
Ellington, Franz Liszt, Olivier Messiaen, Billy Joel, and Itzhak
Perlman.

Corner in Manhattan was first premiered in 2000 as a string quartet
and shortly thereafter in its orchestral form. The work, in three
movements, is constructed from independent rhythmic and melodic
cells that subsequently change, often subtly and over long periods
of time.
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continued on next page

Program Notes, Continued
As described by the composer:
The corner in Manhattan that the title refers to is a three-way
intersection where I live. It is an interesting area of downtown
since it is at the border of SoHo and Greenwich Village. Sixth
Avenue, a main thoroughfare, flows one way going north, and
is the most efficient way of getting uptown. Bedford Street is an
intimate side street that slants to the northwest, and has more of
a village feel to it. Houston Street is unfortunately the only way
for commercial traffic to get to the West Side Highway and the
Holland Tunnel, and is usually jammed with clogged traffic.
Torke provides the following programmatic description in the score
for each movement:
1. Sixth Ave. in the Afternoon – Sun is reflected off the windshields
of traffic as it rushes past in groups. Snow melts by the curbs.
Some pedestrians have smiles as they wait for the walk signal
to change; others grimace when passing tires spray slush.
Occasionally taxi cabs honk their horns, and wheel around
stalled traffic.
2. Bedford St. at Night – A few street lamps light the way along
the narrow street. A lonely person makes his way to rent
a video and get Chinese takeout. Thoughts of a departed
girlfriend intrude, unwanted.
3. Houston St. in the Morning – Underneath the window of a
sleeping person cars and trucks stop and start. The constant,
irregular noise is at first taunting and irritating, but then inspires
the day to begin. Coffee brews; overnight faxes are gathered.

Bachianas Brasileiras no. 7- Heitor Villa-Lobos
Of his nine Brasileiras compositions, Heitor Villa-Lobos once wrote,
“this is a special kind of musical composition, based on an intimate
knowledge of the great works of Bach and also on [my] affinity with
the harmonic, contrapuntal, and melodic atmosphere of the folklore
of Brazil. Born on March 5, 1887, during an intensely tumultuous
period of social revolution and industrial modernization in Rio
de Janeiro, Villa-Lobos grew up in a melting pot of Portuguese,
indigenous Brazilian, Latin American, western European, and
African music, art, and dance. It is no surprise that some of his most
well-known music reflects this incredibly rich environment.
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Program Notes, Continued
As a child, Villa-Lobos helped support his family by playing
cello, guitar, and clarinet in street bands and at the local cinema.
Remarkably for a man who composed over 2,000 pieces of
music in his lifetime, he never once studied music professionally,
preferring to take his inspirations from the patchwork culture of his
native land. In 1917, Villa-Lobos witnessed a performance of Russian
ballet choreographer’s Ballets Russes: he was immediately hooked
on the contemporary developments of European music. Shortly
thereafter he met French composer Darius Milhaud, who introduced
him to elements of American jazz. In turn, Villa-Lobos provided
Milhaud insights into Latin and Afro-Cuban rhythm and harmony. At
Milhaud’s suggestion, Villa-Lobos traveled to France in 1923 where
he met Varese, Debussy, Satie, Stravinsky, Copland, Boulanger,
Picasso, Stokowski, and other artistic luminaries of the age. It is
here that Villa-Lobos also discovered the extraordinary works of
J.S. Bach.
Upon return to Brazil, Villa-Lobos composed a massive and
imaginative swath of music – concerti, symphonies, string quartets,
eclectic chamber music, songs, piano solos, and even a film score.
The exotic jungle tone poems Amazonas and Uirapuru and the
Ravel- and Scriabin-inspired Chôros series and Bailado Infernal
showcase just two dramatically different veins of Villa-Lobos’ styles.
In addition to composing, he also toured the world as conductor,
educator, and guest artist. When he passed away on November 17,
1959 at the age of 72, Villa-Lobos received a full state funeral and
was eulogized as “the single most creative figure in 20th century
Brazilian art music.”
Villa-Lobos wrote the Brasileiras suites between 1930 and 1945.
They are the incredible result of a grand experiment – to adapt the
Baroque suite with Brazilian essence, particularly focusing upon
similar harmonic and contrapuntal ideas to those of Bach. The seventh
Bachianas Brasileiras was completed in 1942 while Villa-Lobos
was Superintendent of Musical and Artistic Education. The suite is
dedicated to his supervisor, Brazilian Minister of Education Gustavo
Capanema, and was premiered under the baton of the composer on
March 13, 1944, in Rio. Each of the four movements is given two names
– one “Bachian” and one Portuguese.
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Program Notes, Continued
The Prélude: Ponteio is much like an aria: a melancholy melody often
complimented with pizzicato (“ponteio” means picked or plucked)
string accompaniment. The second movement is a clever and
complex mash-up of the bouncy rhythmic motion of the Giga (from
the English gigue, itself from the Celtic jig) with the wild abandon of
Quadrilha Caipira – an Afro-Cuban version of square-dancing! The
Tocata suggests the celebrations of Desafio, a festival of song and
poetry, followed by the concluding Fuga, a Conversa (conversation)
meant to evoke the bawdy chatter between improvising street
musicians. Despite its vibrant Brazilian colors, the fugue is,
incredibly, formally perfect – completely worthy of its Baroque
muse.
Program notes by Aaron Patterson
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Mark Your Calendar
Tuesday, November 26th - Lincoln Center Free Concert
Join us at 7:30 (or earlier, as seating is first-come, first-served) at
the David Rubenstein Atrium for an evening of chamber music to
pay homage to activist Harvey Milk and the continuing struggles for
LCBTQ equality.
Saturday, December 14th - QUOtets
Our annual holiday chamber concert starts at 8pm right here at
Holy Apostles. Tickets are on sale now at
www.queerurbanorchestra.org. Check out the back cover for a
preview of our 2013-2014 season, “Voyages.”
Wednesday, December 18th - Will Clark Show Benefit for QUO
Come and play Porno Bingo with us at Uncle Charlie’s at 139 East
45th Street. All proceeds benefit QUO! We’ll play four games, from
9pm to 11pm.
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Special Thanks
Jim Babcock for equipment management during Firebird, A Ballez
Will Clark and Uncle Charlie’s for their ongoing generosity
Andrew Emmons for managing our concessions
The Empire City Men’s Chorus for their collaborative efforts and
friendship
John Langwell for managing our front of house
Jon Lee, Susanna Stein, and the Big Apple Ranch for their ongoing
generosity
The Lesbian and Gay Big Apple Corps for the use of their
percussion and for their friendship
Hillary McAndrew Plate and Lincoln Center for including us in the
Lincoln Center free concert series
Adam Neumann for designing our marketing materials and
program cover
Michael Ottley and the Church of the Holy Apostles
Aaron Patterson for writing our program notes
Kyle Payton, Alan Hyde, and Morgam Bartholik for managing our
music library
Jennifer Peterson and OperaMission for including us in Creating
the Work: Antinous and Hadrian
Katy Pyle, the Ballez Company, and the Danspace Project for
including us in Firebird, A Ballez
Christian Smythe for the use of his keyboard in Firebird, A Ballez
James Adler, Andrew Berman, Alva Bostick, Keith de Cantrelle ,
Lorenzo Espiritu, Ron Nahass, Scott Oaks, and Stephanie Stattel
for their fundraising efforts at the Big Apple Ranch

About QUO
Founded in July 2009, the Queer Urban
Orchestra (QUO) is a musical organization
dedicated to the promotion of fine arts in
the New York City metropolitan area whose
membership is open to all adult musicians
regardless of age, race, religion, sexual
orientation, or gender identity. QUO strives
to entertain and educate members and audiences alike through
performances of classical and contemporary music, promoting
equality, understanding, acceptance, and respect.
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Director’s Circle
Special thanks to our donors for their financial support.

SAPPHIRE ($1,000-$4,999)
Big Apple Ranch
Scott Oaks and James Adler
TOPAZ ($500-$749)
Charles Lee
The Will Clark Show
AMBER ($250-$499)
Jim Babcock
Michele Kaufman and
Jo Ellen Fusco
Steven Petrucelli
Jonathan Stark
RUBY ($50-$249)
Andrew Berman
Emile Chung
Keith deCantrelle
Eric Hayslett
Betty Mantell
Holly Seefeldt
Phong Ta
Jay Varga

Leadership Team
President			
Vice President			
Treasurer			
Events Coordinator		
Governance Coordinator
Marketing Coordinator
Membership Coordinator
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Eric Hayslett
Andrew Berman
Scott Oaks
Andrew Emmons
Keith de Cantrelle
Bjorn Berkhout
Liann Wadewitz

Keep the Music Coming
Ticket sales cover only a small portion of our expenses, so we rely
on the generous contributions of our patrons. Please become a
jewel and help us by donating today.
		

Amethyst		

$5,000+

		

Sapphire		

$1,000-$4,999

		

Emerald		

$750-$999

		

Topaz			

$500-$749

		

Amber			

$250-$499

		

Ruby			

$50-$249

Donate online at www.queerurbanorchestra.org/donate or fill out
this form:
Name: ______________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________
City, State, ZIP: _______________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________
PAYMENT METHOD:

Cash q

Check q

Make check payable to Fractured Atlas, and write Queer Urban
Orchestra in the memo line.
Mail to:			
			
			
			

Queer Urban Orchestra
PO Box 438
Radio City Station
New York, NY 10101-0438
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A A N S t u d i o.c o m

Visual
Communications
for Enter tainment
and the Ar ts

BRANDING

ONLINE

PRINT
ADVERTISING
Contac t:
Adam A . Neumann
adam@aanstudio.com
t . 718.666.6706

Nolan Dresden, Artistic Director

Join us for our
2013–2014
concert season
Join QUO for our 2013–2014 concert season

Voyages
Voyages
The year kicks off with

AvenueNovember
of the Americas
Saturday,
16th, 2013

featuring the intoxicating melodies of Brazil,
the urban energy of Manhattan, and the percussive rhythms of Mexico.

Avenue of the Americas

Michael
Torke
— Corner14
inth,Manhattan
Saturday,
December
2013
Arturo Márquez — Danzón No. 2
Q UBachianas
O t e t s Brazileiras no. 7
Heitor Villa-Lobos —
Saturday, November
16thth, at
8pm
Saturday,
March 15
2014

Church of the Holy Apostles 296 Ninth Avenue at West 28 th St.
$20 General Admission • $15 Advance Sales* • $10 Students and Seniors

Near, Middle and Far

*Tickets will be held at the box office. Order by Friday, November 15th.
th

Saturday, April 5 , 2014

queerurbanorchestra.org

QUOtets

facebook.com/qurbo
twitter.com/queerurbanorch
youtube.com/queerurbanorchestra

Saturday,
June 21st, 2014
Your city. Your orchestra.

Design: aanstudio.com

Design: aanstudio.com

World Beats

8pm, here at the Church of the Holy Apostles, 296 Ninth Ave. at W. 28 th St.
T i c k e t s : 6 4 6. 2 3 3 . 4 1 1 3 or Q u e e r u r b a n o r c h e s t r a . o r g

